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Electro-optically Q-switched 946 nm laser of a composite Nd:YAG crystal
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A depolarization phenomenon in an electro-optical crystal in a quasi-three-level 946 nm Nd:YAG laser is observed. A compensation of the thermal effects in electro-optical crystals is achieved by employing a quarter-wave plate, with one optical axis parallel to the laser polarization. This technique allows for the production of a laser with an output power of 350 mW at 1 kHz, with a maximum output power of 11.1 W at 1 kHz repetition frequency and 11 ns pulse duration achieved with an output coupler of 10% transmission under the incident pump power of 11.1 W, corresponding to a peak power of ~32 kW.
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the laser’s inability to oscillate. Thus, it would not have been possible to operate a quasi-three-level 946 nm laser employing the conventional configuration in an E-O Q-switched mode at 1 kHz [see Fig. 1(a)]. In order to clarify the nature of the depolarization effect that appears in the double-crystal RTP, the red light (635 nm, 5 mW) emitted by the semiconductor laser impinged upon the resonator output mirror (the radius of curvature, \( R = 125 \) mm). After passing through the double-crystal RTP, the red light was deflected out of the resonator at the polarizer, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Results obtained are shown in Fig. 2(a).

Obvious deformation of the beam shape, which becomes more severe with the increase of the pump power, can be observed. We attribute this to the nonuniform index in the double-crystal RTP due to weak light absorption. The spatial distribution of the laser beam, which is less uniform in the quasi-three-level laser and surface cooling of the electro-optic crystal, produces a temperature distribution within the crystal. Reference [19], for instance, explained that when the resonator is open (no voltage applied to the electro-optic crystal) the depolarized portion of the radiation leaves the cavity at the polarizer as a loss. They presented a compensated resonator by the use of two identical Pockels cells and a \( \pi/2 \) polarization rotator between the cells. In practice, this approach increases the cavity length, which is not beneficial for use in quasi-three-level lasers due to shorter thermal focal lengths compared with four-level lasers.

A simple compensation method was adopted in our work. Only one QWP\(_1\) was placed between the double-crystal RTP and the output coupler [see Fig. 1(b)], with one optical axis parallel to the laser polarization. The idea of using this approach first appeared in Ref. [20], where the QWP was located between the input mirror and the laser rods to compensate the thermal birefringence in the active medium. Referring to this idea, in our work we changed the location of the QWP to compensate for the thermal birefringence in the electro-optical crystal.

As observed from Fig. 2(b), the beam pattern improves and the output power can be stabilized at a range after compensating. A comparison of the beam patterns with noncompensation and compensation clearly reveals the dramatic improvement in beam uniformity that results from the use of the birefringence compensation. The shape of the compensated output beam is not perfectly circular, and is hypothesized to be due to the incompleteness of the compensation. However, this technique can provide a major reduction in depolarization loss, and makes it possible to realize the E-O Q-switched 946 nm Nd:YAG laser at a relatively high repetition rate. One caveat is to ensure that the 946 nm light beam of the long-pulse Nd:YAG laser and the red light are not colinear, to avoid damaging the semiconductor laser.

Using the same pump conditions as before, the laser characteristics were measured in a free-running mode of operation in a cavity without QWP\(_1\), QWP\(_2\), or an electro-optic modulator in the output coupler transmittance, as shown in Fig. 3. The QWP between the double-crystal RTP and the output coupler (QWP\(_1\)) is the same as in Fig. 1(b). The other QWP between the polarizer and the double-crystal RTP (QWP\(_2\)) was used for on Q-switching, with one optical axis perpendicular to the laser polarization. Two different transmissions of the output coupler (\( T = 10\% \) and 20% at 946 nm) were investigated. Figure 4 shows the results obtained in a quasi-continuous-wave pumping regime, with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and 200 μs pulse width. The maximum long-pulse output power of 1.825 W (with polarizer) and 1.415 W (without polarizer) were obtained at an output coupling of...
$T = 10\%$. Thus, the same output coupler transmission was used in the $Q$-switched operation.

Since it would not have been possible to operate a quasi-three-level 946 nm laser by employing the conventional configuration [see Fig. 1(a)] in an E-O $Q$-switched mode at 1 kHz, as mentioned previously, the E-O $Q$-switched experiment was investigated in the compensated resonator. The average output power and pulse width related to the incident pump power are presented in Fig. 5. This shows a dramatic monotonous decrease in pulse durations from 43 to 11 ns, and an increase in average output power from 42 to 350 mW, with respect to incident pump power from 3.62 to 11.1 W. Figure 6(a) depicts the pulse train with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The typical single-pulse envelope at maximum pump power of 11.1 W, as also shown in Fig. 6(b), corresponds to a pulse duration of 11 ns. For the maximum incident pump power of 11.1 W, the highest average output power of 350 mW was measured corresponding to an optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 3.16%. The shortest pulses of the 11 ns FWHM length, and the almost 32 kW peak power were achieved for the 1 kHz repetition rate.

In our compensation designs, the highest average power achievable is limited by the onset of damage to the QWPs (QWP$_1$ and QWP$_2$) on which the small beam is incident. Other possible limitations at highest average output power arises due to the heating effects in the double-crystal RTP. However, the method described in this Letter for compensating thermally induced birefringence in the double-crystal RTP provides a configuration for an E-O $Q$-switched 946 nm Nd:YAG laser, at a relatively high repetition rate.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that the thermally induced depolarization in a double-crystal RTP will take place in a quasi-three-level 946 nm Nd:YAG laser. The depolarization loss makes the laser unable to oscillate by employing the conventional configuration. A resonator that compensated for the thermal depolarization is proposed, which makes it possible to realize an E-O Q-switched 946 nm Nd:YAG laser at 1 kHz. A maximum output power of 350 mW and a pulse duration of 11 ns are generated at a 1 kHz repetition rate, corresponding to an incident pump power of 11.1 W. The peak power of the Q-switched laser is \(\sim 32\) kW. Despite the fact that compensation is not complete, this design can provide a major reduction in depolarization loss, and makes it possible to realize an E-O Q-switched 946 nm Nd:YAG laser at 1 kHz with a shorter cavity length and pulse width.
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